COVID-19 RESPONSE GUIDELINE UPDATES

11.18.2021


Maximum Capacity for Groups, Troop Meetings, District/Neighborhood Meetings and Events, Program Participation Size and Group Training Class Size

Recognizing that our geographic area includes 28 counties and the City of St. Louis, guidance on maximum capacity for group size has been removed. When participating in Girl Scout activities, participants must follow the stricter guidelines of 1) the facility where the event is being held or 2) the local county/municipal/jurisdictional guidance. At all times the proper girl- to-adult volunteer ratio must be met.

COVID-19 Protocol Checklist Updated, Field #3

Recognizing that our geographic area includes 28 counties and the City of St. Louis, guidance on maximum capacity for group size has been removed. When participating in Girl Scout activities, participants must follow the stricter guidelines of 1) the facility where the event is being held or 2) the local county/municipal/jurisdictional guidance. At all times the proper girl- to-adult volunteer ratio must be met.